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Just fyi.

analyzed two categories of query stream data First playback queries

i.e. queries for those playbacks that were referred from search and

second search queries i.e. queries that generated SAPs bu not

necessarily playbacks.

Of the Top 100 Playback Queries

Of Music were well known stars albeit not always stars in the US
market. Of music

Of Premium content queries

Of the Top 100 Search Queries

Of Premium content queries

On 8/7/07 Virginia Wang veedub@youtube.com wrote

Hi all
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Heros the dock presented to Chad in todays Product Review. Overall

seemed to go ok though as we all know there is tori of work yet to be

done. Notes are below.

Community Editors CMs Will review this with you in tomorrows Weekly

Categories Check-in Meeting.

BDIPSO Slide lOis the mock for v23 not final yet but is closer to

it than the one we looked at yesterday. Will send separate email with

wireframe layout of what were hoping for come 01 2008.

Eng Theres lot on here but of course youll have chance to scope

and sanity check whats buildable before any firm launch commitments are

made.

Please shout if you have questionsk

Thanks.

Forwarded message
From Virginia Wang veedubyoutube.com
Date Aug 2007 347 PM

Subject Categories Product Review Slidedeck

To Chad Hurley chad@youtube.com Hunter Walk hunter@google.com.

Maryrose Dunton maryrose@youtube.com Karen Seto kseto@youtube.com
Sakina Arsiwala sakina@google.com Shashi Seth shashis@google.com
erik kleincerik@youtubo.com Glenn Brown gbrown@googlo.com Mia

Quagliarello mquagliarello@google.com Zahavah Levine .c

zahavah@google.com
Cc maxcy@google.com Kevin Yen kyen@youtube.com

Thanks to those who could make itt Thanks especially to Karen Seto for

taking notes below.

Please let me know if you have questions. Will be setting up that

follow-up meeting soon to discuss the current lists of Categories and

Subcategories.

Product Review Categories 8/7

speaker veedub

attendees chad mrd hunter zahavah mia klein glenn shashi

karen sakina

made/open issues

1. rename games gadgets to science technology make more

general so we can expand

2. before we rollout have signoff for each of the category names
3. p.8-- qi take voting out dont want digg style

4. trusted users process via natural clustering tastemakers
viewcounts or
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5. switching category names is very difficult

1. hard-cut categories from other categories

6. category name changes doable and localized

7. categories are very hidden from users

8. chat if theres ability to search by age potentiaFly

probJematic keep in mind

think about how to integrate channels groups into categories7

1. last tab categories that combines all music

channels music groups OR
2. allow for cross-pollination... OR
3. bring back home tab

4. no concept of music.youtube.corn

10. go through disouson points p.
11

11. intl e.g. hongkong. russia ppl like to browse more than

type

12. v23 first rollout will go through product review process

13. eçlore ebay tunes setup -- their cats/sub-categories file

view is there way to get the holistic picture for us

--
If you received this communication by mistake please don forward it to

anyone else it may contain confldGntial or privileged information please

erase all copies of it including all attachments and please let the sender

know it went to the wrong person. Thanks.

Virginia Wang
Product Manager YouTube

veedub@youtube.com

direct
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